THE JUJTION LAWYERS
In the long history of public education
in the United States one seemingly
inevitable fact of life has been that
rich communities get much better
schools than poor communities do,
even though all public schools fall under statewide education systems. Inequalities in public education have
existed largely because school budgets
are supported by local taxes, usually
property taxes, and the budgets are
therefore likely to reflect the affluence
or poverty of any school's particular
locality.
The days of wide disparities in public education, however, appear to be
numbered in the face of a judicial siege
that not only may profoundly effect education in America but may also lead
to equalizing other public services,
such as road building and garbage collecting, within individual states. A suit
challenging unequal school financing,
Rodriguez v. San Antonio, is now before the U.S. Supreme Court (briefs are
to be submitted by the end of this
month). At last count some forty-one
other similarly aimed suits are pending
in lower federal courts and state
courts. And half a dozen cases have already been decided in favor of the
equalizers, including a ruling by the Supreme Court of California, perhaps the
most influential state court in the nation, that has overthrown that state's
system for financing public schools
based on property taxes.
Implications of the attack on inequalGerald C. Lubenow is head of Newsweek
magazine's bureau in San Francisco.

ity in public education have been
widely analyzed and discussed, especially since the California decision was
handed down a year ago this month.
That decision, Serrano v. Priest, is already being compared with the landmark school desegregation decision of
the U.S. Supreme Court, Brown v.
Board of Education. Yet the nationwide courtroom attack on inequality in
education is perhaps ultimately as
significant, if less dissected, for what it
says about an expanding American institution for achieving reform as it is
for the reform itself.
Court decisions, even those that embody vast constitutional principles and
dictate wide structural changes, often
appear to emerge full-blown from the
pens of judges through some arcane
and autonomous process. Yet, in fact,
the process of social reform through
the courts has grown increasingly regularized and institutionalized in recent
years and increasingly responsive to
the factors that move government in
other areas—man-hours and money
and no little zeal.
Thus, far from being chance eruptions from the judicial system, Serrano, Rodriguez, and other ongoing
school-equalization cases represent
years of deliberate research and planning through a sophisticated, if informal, network of national communication. They represent, in effect, a case
study in the refining arts of legal activism of the sort that was pioneered
in the civil rights movement and is now
a major weapon of consumerists and
environmentalists and poverty war-

riors—that indeed has become one of
the major avenues for social reform in
the United States. Some reformers who
view legislative and executive branches
as being impotent or corrupt look
toward the courts as the only route
to reform.
Just how have the school-equalization cases come about, and how have
they been directed? I have tried to
trace their courses, looking particularly at Serrano, the major victory for
the legal activists on this battleground
so far.
One of the earliest recognitions, perhaps the earliest formal recognition of
unequal school budgets as a problem
that might be subject to judicial reform came a decade ago. John Coons,
a struggling young professor of law at
Northwestern, was hired to do a study
of discrimination in city spending between various Chicago school districts.
After tunneling into the finances of Chicago schools for a year Coons filed in
his report a brief reference to the irony
of working so laboriously to pin down
a $50 discrepancy in the city schools
when the gap between Chicago and the
suburbs was immense. The following
year, in a report for the U.S. Civil
Rights Commission, Coons again noted
wide disparities in the financing of public education and observed that "the
rationale protecting such differentials
in the provision of a government service is by no means clear." A legal challenge to the rationale, he suggested,
might someday be in order.
Coons maintained a continuing interest in unequal school financing, and in

They don't just try
cases or teach law;
they plot social change.
Serrano v. Priest,
a legal case that may
well be as important
as the 1954 school
desegregation case,
is part of a
campaign in point.
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1966 two of his senior law students at
Northwestern, Steve Sugarman and
Bill Clune, joined him in a research
project looking into educational spending and a possible judicial challenge to
such spendingCoons and his colleagues, members
of the new breed of legal activists, had
a decidedly activist goal in mind from
the outset. "From the very beginning,"
Coons recalls, "we felt we wanted to
have some impact on what was seen as
an indefensible system." In their ponderings on the problem the three considered legislative remedies, but not
for very long. More money for the
poorer school districts would have to
come out of the pockets of the middleincome and rich districts, and these,
they concluded, probably constituted
an inhospitable majority of taxpayers
and voters. "The absence of political
remedies seemed implicit," says Coons,
reflecting the perhaps prevailing faith
of legal activists—that the courts are
a more fruitful avenue for reform than
are the legislatures.
Over long lunches and through endless evenings Coons, Sugarman, and
Clune studied and discussed various
possible courtroom remedies of classroom inequities. "All I remember,"
Coons says with a smile, "is the three
of us pacing around patios and living
rooms listening to the endless disquisitions of wild schemes accompanied by
endless disposition of beer." Late one
evening Coons's wife smelled smoke
and rushed downstairs to find Clune
standing over the kitchen stove engrossed in a manuscript while the

handle of the coffeepot went up in
flames.
The most important product of these
discussions was the refinement of a
basic legal principle upon which, the
three agreed, the courts would be most
inclined to overturn laws governing
school financing. The inequity of spending considerably more on educating a
child in one district than in another
seemed clear and undeniable enough.
But how to translate this inequity into
a persuasive legal argument? Coons
and Sugarman spent the academic year
1967/68 at Berkeley, where Coons is
now a law professor, and it was there
that the legal principle was finally
crystallized. "We needed an idea that
was simple, enforceable, and would not
interfere too much with legislative
process," Coons explains. "We felt the
court would not tell the legislatures
what to do. So the best we could hope
was that the court would say, 'Don't do
it this way,' a negative principle. So we
refined one. All it says is the quality of
public education may not be a function
of wealth. That's all it says."
By the spring of 1968 much of the
thinking of the three legal scholars was
hammered into a long California Law
Review article and rough draft of a
book. Private Wealth and Public Education. In the wordsome world of the
law these were activist strides in themselves. The law review article was eventually cited a half dozen times in the
final decision on Serrano. The book has
been cited in a number of other schoolequalization cases.
Meantime, as Coons and cohorts
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were examining unequal school budgets and seeking a legal principle by
which to bring the inequalities to court,
a UCLA law professor named Harold
Horowitz was moving very much in the
same direction, but from a different
starting point. Horowitz, a slender, dignified legal scholar with dark, deep-set
eyes and gray-black, steel-wool hair,
teaches a course required of all UCLA
law students. Law, the Lawyer, and
Social Reform. He is one of the nation's foremost experts on the Fourteenth Amendment's equal protection
clause, which provides that no state
shall "deny to any person within its
jurisdiction the equal protection of the
laws," and which has been the basis for
much of the nation's judicial impetus
to social reform. In the summer of
1966 Horowitz pubHshed in the UCLA
Law Review a scholarly, groping article
on the Fourteenth Amendment and its
possible application to unequal educational resources. In the fall of 1967 he
attended a Washington, D.C., conference on education that dealt with the
legal issues involved in desegregation
across school district lines. Conferences of this sort are a significant part
of the activist legal process, bringing
together experts from various fields
and locations to mull over a particular
legal problem. Following the conference, and incorporating some of its
thinking, Horowitz wrote another
UCLA Law Review article laying out a
solid case for application of the equal
protection clause within a state and
addressing himself in particular to "inequalities in educational opportunity
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among school districts." The Horowitz
article concluded: "Territorial variations within a state in public education
. . . create especially significant inequities that, it seems clear, must now
come under careful judicial scrutiny
"
In the course of his research Horowitz found out about Coons's work in
the same area, and he called Coons,
establishing one major direct link in
the emerging network. Coons sent
Horowitz a first draft of his book.
Meanwhile, another young, brilliant,
and energetic attorney named Sid Wolinsky was reading Horowitz and beginning to interest himself in the issue of
unequal schools. A graduate of Yale
Law School who had gone west to
work in a rich, prestigious Beverly
Hills law firm, Wolinsky had found
himself increasingly disaffected with
his private practice and, under the
aegis of the Western Center for Law
and Poverty, a newly formed program
set up by the Office of Economic Opportunity's legal services program on
the University of Southern California's
campus, Wolinsky had begun teaching
a course. Politics and Civil Rights.
Wolinsky is now bearded and a partner in a San Francisco public interest
law firm called Public Advocates, Inc.
A trial lawyer by trade and an activist
by nature, Wolinsky contacted Horowitz right away, after reading his 1968
article dealing with school finance and
the Fourteenth Amendment, and asked
him whether anyone had ever brought
a suit along the lines Horowitz's article
suggested.
In fact, someone had—unfortunately
so from the standpoint of the growing
number of Californians interested in
the cause, for, as their thinking moved
toward the court action stage, one of

their major strategic concerns was
that a bad case would not only fail but
in doing so also could establish an unfavorable precedent for other cases.
Just such an obstacle arose as a legal
attack on school finance was abortively
launched in Detroit, where a school
board desperate for money brought
suit against the state of Michigan,
claiming, in essence, that every child
has a Fourteenth Amendment right to
public expenditures in accord with his
educational needs. Need, however,
proved to be an elusive legal concept,
referring as it does t o . a largely subjective condition. Coons sought to dissuade the Detroit lawyers from the
course they were taking. One attorney
flew to Berkeley to confer with him and
Sugarman. As Coons recalls: "We had
a friendly disagreement. They were determined to proceed with the needs
argument. We felt it was a loser." And
it was. The Detroit attorneys were
never able to define the concept of
need in clear and persuasive legal
terms. The suit got nowhere and was
eventually dropped, but only after it
had gained widespread attention in
legal activists' circles and had inspired
a flurry of similar suits in other states.
One such case, Mclnnis v. Shapiro in
Illinois, was appealed all the way to the
U.S. Supreme Court, which finally ruled
against the equalizers, establishing a
very unfavorable precedent indeed to
other proponents of the cause.
Still, the Detroit and Illinois cases
served as something of a spur to legal
action by the Californians themselves.
After Horowitz had told him of the
cases and offered his opinion that they
were being badly handled, Wolinsky
suggested that they initiate a suit of
their own. Horowitz agreed, and at
that point, Wolinsky recalls, they were

in a position once all too common for
activist attorneys. "We were two
lawyers with a couple of ideas and no
clients."
Enter Derrick Bell, a hard-driving,
former NAACP attorney who had just
been appointed director of the Western
Center for Law and Poverty and was
anxious to get into action. "The center
had a lot of money, but not much was
being done," explains Bell, now an administrator at Harvard Law School.
"Most legal service programs were
operating on the old legal aid format,
doing a lot of divorces, the kind of
things that wear you down. We had to
show we weren't just preaching change.
We had to do something to show the
law could be used in a dramatic way
to change people's lives. We had to
generate some excitement."
Wolinsky and Horowitz approached
Bell with the idea of the Western Center's becoming involved in a case on
school finance disparities, and the project very much suited Bell's predilections. Coons was later contacted at
Berkeley. A series of more or less weekly meetings was set up between the
principals in Horowitz's narrow UCLA
professor's office, one wall of which is
stacked with an avalanche of books,
briefs, and law review articles that
seems to cascade down across his littered desk.
Meantime the Western Center began
looking for chents. It wasn't difficult,
since many of the poor who came to
the center complained bitterly of the
educational inequities, both real and
imagined, that their children suffered.
In fact, the group's principal client
more or less came to them.
John Serrano is a psychiatric social
worker active in educational affairs in
east Los Angeles's sprawling Mexican-

' We had to show we
weren't just preaching
change. We had to show
that the law could be
used in a dramatic way
to change people's lives."

Illustration by Charles B. Slackman
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American community. At the time Bell
was looking for a client he met Serrano at a dinner party in the barrio,
and in the flow of conversation Serrano
told of moving to suburban Whittier,
because his son's principal had warned
him to take his children out of the east
Los Angeles schools if he cared at all
about their education. The dinner
party turned into something of a discussion of various ways of dealing with
the gross educational inequities between rich school districts and poor
ones. Eventually a consensus emerged
that the courts offered the only hope.
At the end of the evening Bell quietly
suggested that Serrano call him the
following week.
Serrano did. "How would you like to
go into a class-action suit?" Bell asked
Serrano, suggesting one of the approaches that is often used in socialreform cases, in which a group of people sues on behalf of a whole rank—or
class—of potential plaintiffs. Serrano
readily agreed and helped find others
to join in the suit. The list eventually
grew to thirty-seven—ten parents and
their twenty-seven children. "We all
went to the Western Center and signed
a few papers, and that was it," he recounts. "That's all I had to do with the
case. After that, it was the lawyers'
case."
The lawyers' case took shape under
the team that had coalesced: Bell acted
as the administrator, quietly but forcefully cajoling the others, monitoring research into educational disparities in
California, and drafting the complaint;
Horowitz was the theoretician, dominating many of the initial afternoonlong sessions in his cramped office with
an exposition of the legal strands to be
drawn together; Coons was the resident expert on school finance, and his
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bulky manuscript became a veritable
bible for the litigants; Wolinsky was
the trial lawyer, vested with ultimate
authority on tactical matters, since it
was he who would have to take the case
to court and argue it before a judge.
Serrano, like most cases that involve
a major social issue, eventually involved dozens of other people as well:
legal scholars who offered comment
and counsel on the briefs, private attorneys who took time out from lucrative personal practices to do the same,
OEO legal service attorneys pursuing
their vocation, and inveterate activists
pursuing their avocation. Legal activism of almost any kind is an immense,
expensive, time-consuming undertaking. The legal fees for the work done
for little or nothing on a case like Serrano would be astronomical. With the
exception of a handful of the largest
corporations, few individual institutions could afford to undertake the
sort of legal action that is cooperatively
pursued in the name of social change.
Among the Serrano activists, for instance, Sara Adler, a law student at
UCLA, spent an entire summer on a
modest Western Center grant in the
office of the state budget analyst drawing together relevant statistics on educational financing, the kind of figures
that would later be cited in the case,
such as the average assessed valuation
of property per pupil ($95,000 for Beverly Hills versus $5,500 for Baldwin
Park, both within the Los Angeles
County borders) and the expenditure
per pupil ($1,516 in Beverly Hills
schools, $691 in Baldwin Park).
The first major tactical decision of
the Serrano brain trust involved who
should be sued and where.
The Serrano litigants, for instance, at
first considered the idea of suing every

one of the state's hundreds of school
districts. There was some feeling that
such a course might be necessary to get
a decision that would apply statewide.
But the logistical problems appeared
overwhelming. Eventually it was decided that Serrano and his plaintiffs
should sue the three state officials involved with dispensing funds for public education, headed by state Treasurer Ivy Baker Priest, and officials of
Los Angeles County, where all of the
named plaintiffs lived. The group considered including Governor Reagan
among the defendants, but it dropped
that idea because of a desire to make
the case as politically noncontroversial
as possible.
The question of where to bring the
suit was much more important strategically. While legal activists look to
the U.S. Supreme Court as an ultimate
battleground where the broadest national rulings can be gained, one evolving sophistication of social reform
lawyers is to shield an issue from the
Supreme Court while building up a
series of favorable lower court decisions and molding a favorable political
climate nationally. Equalizing school
finances represents a major doctrinal
leap, and the California litigant's felt
that prudence dictated great restraint
about doing battle in the nation's highest tribunal. There were special factors
in addition that led the California litigants to shy away from the federal
court system entirely and to confine
their own case, if possible, to California's state courts. The state courts
were regarded as being •more responsive to practical arguments than the
federal courts. Also, the state's highest
t r i b u n a l , t h e California S u p r e m e
Court, recognized as one of the outstanding appellate courts in the na-
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tion, was felt to be particularly receptive to innovation and stubbornly
independent—an ideal forum for Serrano-type litigation.
So opponents and arena were eventually agreed upon, and after twenty
drafts and endless revisions the complaint itself was drawn up, but not
until the thorny question of how or
whether to deal with the racial factor
in school-finance disparities had arisen
a n d was t e n t a t i v e l y s e t t l e d . P o o r
school districts very often are black,
or in the Southwest brown, in complexion, and Bell argued for a heavy
emphasis on racial discrimination in
the Serrano complaint. But he was outvoted by Wolinsky and Horowitz. Again
the prevailing viewpoint was to make
the case as noncontroversial as possible, and as uncomplicated, too.
As it finally emerged, the suit was a
class action on behalf of all public
school children in the state, and it encompassed nine major arguments,
leading off with Coons's contention
that the current system should be rejected because it made the quality of
education a function of wealth. This
was the crux of the case, but the Serrano litigants hedged their bets somewhat in the final presentation; the suit
also included a variation of the Detroit
needs argument and closed with the
assertion that the current system for
financing public schools was racially
discriminatory.
All that remained was to file the
complaint and draw one of the two
judges who handle such proceedings
in Los Angeles County. Wolinsky knew
which judge he wanted and how to get
him. Since the cases are assigned by
complaint number, odd numbers to
one judge and even numbers to another, all an enterprising attorney must

do is look over the shoulder of the
person in front of him, check his number, and bend down to tie a shoelace
if he doesn't want the next number.
But when the person sent by the Serrano team to file the complaint arrived
at the clerk's office, on August 23, 1968,
there was no one else in line. He had
no alternative but to take the next
number on the complaint roster. Wolinsky described the results with a sigh.
"We draw the wrong judge, and the
case is thrown out of court."
The Serrano lawyers were at least
proved right at this juncture in their
earlier concern over the Illinois case,
Mclnnis v. Shapiro. Three days before
the Serrano decision was announced,
the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed a
lower court's rejection of the Mclnnis
suit on the grounds that the needs
standard that was basic to it was a
"judicially unmanageable" concept.
The judge in the Serrano case cited
the Mclnnis decision in his own short,
unwritten opinion.
The decision was a disappointment
to the Serrano litigants but hardly fatal
to their cause. They immediately appealed, and, as a district court of appeals pondered the case, other developments outside of court were under way nationally that strengthened
the Serrano case as much as the
Mclnnis decision and that of the Los
Angeles lower court had hurt it.
School finance reform had caught
fire and was rapidly becoming the most
fashionable new social issue among
legal activists. In November 1968 the
Potomac Institute, a prestigious Washington-based group that does research
in the field of race relations and urban
problems, sponsored the first of what
was to become a series of national conferences on the question of school dis-

trict inequities. The cast was, by this
time, fairly familiar. John Coons keynoted the conference with a discussion
of various state allocation plans. He
was followed by a panel of four attorneys involved in pending cases, which,
at this point, included Serrano, Mclnnis, the Detroit case, and a recently
filed Texas suit, Rodriguez
v. San
Antonio.
But if the central cast was familiar,
the supporting actors indicated the
growing breadth of what by this time
would have to be called a movement
for school reform. John Silard, of the
Washington firm of Rauh and Silard,
discussed "Legal Theories for Constitutional Challenge," and David Cohen of
Harvard's Center for Educational
Policy Research discussed the educational and social implications of the
movement. Conference participants included representatives of major universities, the general counsel of the
NAACP and the associate general counsel of the AFL-CIO, officers of the Ford
Foundation and the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, an assistant director of
the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, a former staff
director of the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights, and a representative of
the National Urban Coalition.
Thus bolstered by the reform establishment, the Serrano litigants pursued
their appeal through 1969, reshaping
their case to place greater emphasis on
the inequity of having the quality of
public education dependent on wealth
while still further subordinating the
lesser arguments and tossing out the
ineffectual needs standard entirely. In
September of 1970 the court of appeals
summarily upheld the lower court's
dismissal of Serrano. By this time, however, the movement was moving faster

School finance reform
had caught fire and
was becoming the most
fashionable social issue
among legal activists.
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than ever. With the aid of a foundation
grant, the Washington-based Lawyer's
Committee for Civil Rights Under Law,
a product of the civil rights movement,
established a school finance project
to provide technical assistance to lawyers bringing school finance suits, support amicus briefs in school finance
cases, and act as a clearinghouse on
school finance litigation. About the
same time the Harvard Center for Law
and Education launched the bimonthly
publication. Inequalities in Education.
The lead article in the initial number
was titled "School Financing and the
Fourteenth Amendment."
The movement nationally was still a
very haphazard affair. While its philosophical direction was being refined
and publicized in a growing number of
articles in law reviews, educational
publications, and intellectual journals,
there was no way to control the number and nature of the suits being filed,
nor to guarantee their uniformity or
quality. By the end of 1970 the four lawsuits had doubled to eight, and the Lawyers' Committee, armed with a threeperson staff and an overworked Xerox
machine, tried valiantly to maintain
contact among the various litigants
who often knew one another only via
long-distance t e l e p h o n e calls or
through notes scrawled on exchanged
briefs.
The California litigants, meantime,
weren't sure whether they still had a
live case or not. Following the court of
appeals' upholding of the original dismissal of their complaint, the Serrano
team appealed to the California Supreme Court, and, what with growing
acceptance in legal circles of the idea
that unequal school budgets posed an
adjudicatable problem, they were optimistic about a favorable ruling. If,

that is, the high court chose to rule on
the case at all. It could simply refuse to
consider the case, and the Serrano
team was not at all confident that all
its efforts would not come to such a
judicial dead end. Several months of
uncertainty went by while the state supreme court considered appeal petitions at its own unpredictable pace.
Then one morning Wolinsky was going
through the day's mail and came across
a plain white post card that said simply,
"Serrano v. Priest/Hearing Granted."
The most anxious period for the Serrano activists was over.
By this time Wolinsky had abandoned private practice and moved to
San Francisco to direct the OEOfunded Neighborhood Legal Assistance
Foundation. Coons had taken up permanent residence at Berkeley, and
through the winter of 1970 and the
spring of 1971 the two prepared their
arguments for review by the California
Supreme Court.
The case itself changed radically in
its journey through the courts. Most
importantly, once the California Supreme Court agreed to hear the case,
the litigants were no longer burdened
with the constraint of having to differentiate Serrano from Mclnnis
and
other earlier adverse decisions since
the California Supreme Court was
much more likely to follow its own
reading of the law and feel less bound
by precedents.
Where the lower court presentations
had relied mostly on straight legal principles, the supreme court argument
was expanded to stress a number of
practical considerations. "We went to
great lengths," Wolinsky explains, "to
convince the court not only that was
this the law but that it made great
sense economically, politically, and

that, administratively, it could be made
to work." The case concentrated almost exclusively on the principle refined by Coons, Sugarman, and Clune
that public education should not be
determined by a community's wealth.
Although they sought to keep their
own arguments very tightly drawn and
to the point, there were several broader
arguments the Serrano team members
wanted the court to consider. The solution, as it often is in reform-oriented
cases, lay in lining up prestigious
friend-of-the-court, or amicus, briefs
that would make those broader arguments and, not incidentally, indicate to
the court the breadth of concern in
the issue. "If the Supreme Court looks
down and sees one poverty attorney
from Wichita," Coons explains, "their
reaction will not be the same as if they
see practical people with a genuine interest in the issue."
"Our main problem was to limit the
number of amicus briefs," Wolinsky
adds. "These cases affect so many people that everyone wants to write his
own little amicus. We tried to limit the
amicus to those with the clearest and
broadest interest in the matter."
Those selected as amici in Serrano's
final hearing made up an impressive
roster of supporters. The Youth Law
Project, another OEO program, submitted a brief arguing that the maldistribution of education funds perpetuated the cycle of poverty. The NAACP
and the Mexican-American Political
Association were persuaded to file a
joint brief, raising the question of racial discrimination. In a deft legal coup,
carried out with several well-placed
calls, Wolinsky got the San Francisco
Board of Education, one of the wealthier in the state, to submit a brief supporting equalization. To buttress the
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case politically, a half-dozen wellknown San Francisco representatives
in the state legislature agreed to go in
on the school board brief as "Of
Counsel," another way of indicating to
the court who your supporters are.
The Serrano litigants' moves were
aimed not only at winning the case but
at winning it by a substantial majority.
Any victory in the state supreme court
would result in the matter's being
turned over to the state legislature
where an alternative school financing
system would have to be devised. A
strong majority decision would represent a much clearer and stronger
judicial mandate than a murky 4-3 nod
in the direction of financial equalization.
The case finally had its day in the
California Supreme Court. The judges
questioned Wolinsky at exceptional
length. Coons also spoke and, aiming
for a strong majority, stressed to
the somber justices that the relief
sought by the plaintiffs was extremely
modest and constrained. As Coons continued to emphasize the conservative
nature of the relief sought, one of the
justices leaned forward to interrupt
him with a bit of benign reassurance:
"Don't worry, Mr. Coons. We're not
shrinking violets."
Indeed they weren't. The decision
handed down by the
California
Supreme Court was as strongly affirmative as any of the plantiffs could
have hoped for. "This funding scheme
invidiously discriminates against the
poor," read the nearly unanimous (6-1)
decision, "because it makes the quality
of a child's education a function of the
wealth of his parents and neighbors.
Recognizing, as we must, that the right
to an education is a fundamental interest which cannot be conditioned on
wealth, we can discern no compelling
state purpose necessitating the present
method of financing." The closely reasoned, strongly worded decision noted
at one point, "Affluent districts can
have their cake and eat it too: They can
provide a high quality education for
their children while paying lower taxes.
Poor districts, by contrast, have no
cake at all."
For all its far-reaching implications,
the Serrano decision was neither announced from the bench nor released
with any great fanfare. It was simply
made available like any other decision.
The litigants themselves first heard it
on the afternoon news. Coons had been
back packing in the Sierras and was
just starting for home, driving through
the breathtakingly beautiful Tuolumne
Meadows when he heard the news on
his car radio. "I was very pleased," he
recalls. "But I was very unhappy about
the way the press was reporting it.
They kept saying the property tax had
been declared unconstitutional." It
42

was not the property tax per se that
the court overturned, but the inequities
of the current system based on property taxes.
A few hundred miles south John
Serrano and his family were also vacationing in the mountains when they
saw the news on television. Serrano
rushed to a small town nearby and
bought a newspaper to find out more
about it. Says he, "I was very happy,
but I really didn't understand then the
full importance of what had happened.
I just wasn't aware of the broad implications the decision would have."
Wolinsky was in Los Angeles and
happened to be in Horowitz's tiny office when word came that a decision
had been filed. They rushed to the office
of the Los Angeles Times, the only place
they could secure a copy of the ruling.
After a quick reading of the lengthy
opinion they each bought a memorial
copy of the Times and treated themselves to victory cigars. Horowitz still
has his copy of the banner headline on
a wall of his office: "Cal School Tax
System Ruled Out."
The celebrants had little time to
savor their victory. Their success electrified the movement, which had been
jolted by a series of reversals following Mclnnis, and a flurry of new suits
was loosed. Since then the Serrano victors and others have been trying to
stem the flow of litigation and bring
some order to the movement lest a
flood of ill-conceived, badly managed
suits swamp their fledgling victory
beneath a wave of federal court reversals.
Coons drew up a widely distributed
model brief and has been on the phone
frequently over the last year offering
advice and guidance to attorneys as
far apart as New York and Texas.
Wolinsky prepared a terse, pointed
critique of the complaint, which also
has received wide circulation. Last October the Lawyers' Committee for Civil
Rights Under Law convened a school
litigation conference in Washington
that drew more than 100 participants
and reflected the incredible breadth of
the movement: private attorneys from
Park Avenue to Portland, Oregon; public and quasi-public officials from every
level of government; dozens of OEO
legal services attorneys; foundation
representatives; and leaders from the
research and educational establishments.
Wolinsky urged the conference to
adopt a national strategy aimed at
avoiding federal courts whenever possible and pressing state court suits until a favorable reservoir of legal opinions had been built up. At the same
time, Wolinsky told a preconference
planning session, technical assistance
should be stepped up for those bringing Serra«o-type suits, and a national

group should be formed to press for
legislative reform.
But, although few participants disagreed with those goals, there was a
grudging admission that to accomplish
them was quite another thing. As one
conference participant put it, "Let's
not delude ourselves that people are
going to step in line and file the right
suits in the right places alleging the
right things."
The success of the Serrano activists,
however, has made it easier for others
to be right. In recent months courts in
Arizona, Minnesota, New Jersey, Texas,
and Wyoming have upheld school finance litigation and have cited Serrano
in doing so. And the end of this fight
may be soon at hand for the legal warriors—if the U.S. Supreme Court takes
the occasion of its review of Rodriguez
V. San Antonio to follow the California
Supreme Court's lead and reject, for
the country as a whole, public education contingent upon wealth.
As a strategic reminder to the nation's highest tribunal of the precedent
set by the high court of the country's
most populous state, John Serrano
himself will be listed as an amicus in
the Rodriguez phalanx of supporters.
To no one's surprise. Coons and Wolinsky are both filing amicus briefs, and
they have already taken part in consultations preparing for the Supreme
Court showdown.
The legal champions of educational
equality are by no means confident that
the high court will rule in their favor.
Although the Rodriguez
complaint
avoids the needs argument that was
central to the unsuccessful
Mclnnis
suit, and even though Rodriguez was
upheld by a three-judge federal panel,
the case emphasizes racial discrimination—involving Mexican-Americans—
and this is a theme that the Serrano
litigants avoided for strategic reasons
in their own final brief. Yet Serrano
and the growing number of state court
decisions favorable to the cause will
probably stand in the individual states,
no matter what the Supreme Court decrees nationally. Sooner or later, the
legal activists expect, the tide of their
activism and the strength of their cause
are bound to sweep along the Supreme
Court in any case. For some of the
activists, the expectation is grounded
more in desperation than in an ebullient anticipation of ultimate victory.
They feel that their battle for reform
through the courts is a last resort—a
resort to, as Sid Wolinsky puts it, "the
only branch of government with an
aura of independence." Others are willing to contemplate ultimate victory, if
not ebulliently, at least with quiet confidence. "If we lose this time around,"
John Coons shrugs philosophically
about the prospects for Rodriguez,
"we'll win a few years from now." Q
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wall street's New
Social Responsibility" Funds
Can investing in
corporations that
benefit the common
good also profit
investors? A handful
of new Wall Street
mutual funds claim the
answer is yes.
BY HARVEY SHAPIRO
The founders of a small California
medical research and development
company called Bentley Laboratories
are in business, naturally enough, to
make money. But, happily for them,
they can serve a genuine humanitarian
need while they pursue profits. Bentley
Labs produces a medical gadget that
serves to detour blood in the human
body past the heart during the critical
moments of open-heart surgery. So
profitable has the making of these
gadgets become that during a recent
three-month spur of enthusiastic buying Bentley's stock soared from $22 to
$44—refreshing proof that a company
can both do good and do well in the
nation's pragmatic money markets.
It is just such companies as Bentley
Labs that growing numbers of a new
breed of socially concerned investor
are scouring American business to find.
Among these investors, of course, are
universities, church groups, and foundations that have been prompted by the
current trends toward increased social
activism and increased social concern
to put their huge endowments to work
supporting socially desirable enterprises. But "do-gooder" institutions are
not alone today in seeking to invest in
worthy businesses. Hard-nosed Wall
Street investors have also got the message and are exploring what lately has
come to be known as "socially responsible investing." Over the past year a
group of "social responsibility funds"
made debuts in the financial world. Set
up as mutual funds, these business organizations sell their own shares to the
public, then invest shareholders' money
Harvey Shapiro is a freelance writer and
consultant who recently-completed a study
on the operations of "social responsibility
funds" for a national foundation.
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in a diversified portfolio of publicly
traded stocks—but with a difference.
The new funds' analysts first of all
determine which companies are discriminating in hiring, irresponsibly
damaging the ecology, or violating consumer trust with faulty products. Only
from among those corporations behaving in the public's interest, as they
see it, do the funds then choose investments that they hope will be profitable.
Four funds at present are committed
to this novel investment approach.
• The bluest chip among them is
Third Century Fund, launched last
spring by Dreyfus Corporation, a giant
money-management firm operating
four other major mutual funds. Sponsored by the chairman of Dreyfus,
Howard Stein (who was also the principal fund raiser for Eugene McCarthy
in 1968), Third Century raised $24 million in capital for investments in its
initial sale of shares to the public
through underwriters. It has a prestigious board of directors that includes
George Harrer and Robert Goheen,
outgoing presidents of the Rockefeller
Foundation and of Princeton University, respectively. The fund, says
David Burke, a Dreyfus vice president
and onetime aide to Sen. Edward Kennedy, will invest only in companies
with the most acceptable records on
pollution control, product purity and
safety, and minority relations. It will
also be seeking companies doing
"breakthrough" work in medicine,
mine safety, and other fields likely to
effect the quality of life in the next
decade.
• Pax World Fund, another fund with
prestigious backers, was launched last
fall by two staff members of the Board
of Christian Social Concern of the
United Methodist Church. Its aim is to
provide religious groups with an investment vehicle that will enable them
to avoid holdings in firms that profit
from the Vietnam War. The $250,000
fund (which is extremely small as
mutual funds go) also eschews firms
with unsatisfactory records on fair employment. It hopes to put 10 per cent
of its. assets into investments in developing countries. Though founded
by two Methodists, Pax has an ecumenical board of directors that includes such prominent laymen of other
faiths as Hyman Bookbinder of the
American Jewish Committee and C.
Lloyd Bailey, who is chairman of the
Friends General Conference.

• Social Dimensions Fund, a joint
venture of Louis K. Polk, former president of MGM and of General Mills, and
Ralph Quinter, a mutual fund manager,
is the most recent of the social responsibility funds—so recent, in fact, that as
of this writing it has not yet emerged
from its registration process with the
Securities, and Exchange Commission
and begun selling shares to the public.
Social Dimensions has, however, already contracted to use the research
services of the Council on Economic
Priorities, a Ralph Naderesque research
group that performs industrywide
studies on questions involving corporate responsibility. CEP will help the
fund find firms with acceptable records
on pollution control, equal opportunity, and product quality.
• The oldest and perhaps most unorthodox of the new funds is First
Spectrum Fund. Set up last fall by two
former brokers from the Wall Street
investment firm of Smith Barney & Co.,
First Spectrum promises not only to invest its present assets of $250,000 in socially responsible companies but also
to involve itself actively in the development of responsible corporate attitudes. After Bohack Corporation, a
supermarket chain, had signed an
agreement with Operation Breadbasket to hire and promote more blacks,
for example. First Spectrum bought
Bohack shares and prepared and distributed to its shareholders a leaflet
urging them to patronize the grocery
chain.
Supporters of the social responsibility funds say the creation of such pools
of capital to be invested on the basis
of corporate good deeds or bad deeds
can be uniquely effective in the promotion of enlightened changes in corporate behavior. Talk of buying or selling
stock to reward or punish corporate
behavior is a kind of language businessmen understand. Fund managers contend that the more "responsible" impulses of executives will be reinforced
by the prospect of luring investments
from the funds—investments that will
help to support or raise the price of a
company's stock. Conversely, tough,
public-be-damned businesses will think
twice about polluting the environment
or discriminating against minorities
lest the funds shun and/or dump their
stocks. The funds financial "activism,"
if it involved large sums of money,
could hold down a company's stock
price, eat into the profitability of execu-
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